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MODULAR
SOLUTIONS

With  over 80 years of experience  in the  construction  industry,  today
we're  leading the way in  modular construction. Through  our off-site

prefabrication  and  modular  construction  shops,  Hill  generates time-
saving solutions to many complex challenges. Our modular solutions not
only  accelerate  construction  schedules  but  also  ensure  high  quality,
minimize waste and maximize safety.

Contact:   Jim  Hill,  President         847.451.5000

BUILDING  EXCELLENCE . . . through Expert'ence and /nnovatt.on



1891  -2016
Distinguished  by our  history,  not defined  by it.

Bulley &  Andrews celebrates  its 125th year  in 2016.  Four generations of family

ownership.  Professional  relationships  lasting  decades,  some  even  a  century.

Literally  thousands  of  projects.  But  while  these  distinctions  can  be  counted,

they  can  never  be  measured.  The  real  story  of  Bulley  &  Andrews  is  carried

in   the   expertise   and   craftsmanship   of  these   generations.   It's   in   the   solid

foundation  of  trust  and  in  the  dedication  to  quality,  stewardship  and  skill,

the  hallmarks  of every  Bulley &  Andrews  project.

BULLEY&
ANDREWS

Building  Matters®

Chicago  I   Indianapolis

www.bulley.com
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i'`cago  Arch'.tect,  the  primary  outreach

c)I   of   AIA   Chicago,    is   published   six

les a  year as an  authoritative  resoiirce
'  architects,  the  larger  design  commu-

y   and   the   public   about   architecture
d  related  issues of interest to Chicago

=hitects.  The  magazine  communicates

]ustry trends,  the  value  of high-quality
isign  and  the  role  of AIA  Chicago  and

members in the world of architecture.
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"We shape our buildings., thereafter

theyshapeus."-winstoncharchi[l

Chicago's unique relationship of buildings to

the lake, rivers and open spaces shapes how

we perceive our built environment. Our

landscape provides unparalleled vistas of the

structures around us - from our high-rise
buildings as viewed from the lake front to
rehabbed warehouses along the river fronts.

The Great Rivers project has engaged many

of our members in changing our interaction
with the rivers in our region in recent years.

The Riverwalk and new boathouses are

inviting people down to the river front,
resulting in new recreational and commercial

opportunities. As this work expands farther
from our city center, there is hope that
environmental and economic benefits are

realized within many of our neighborhoods
and surrounding suburban areas.

In addition to this effort, architects are

joining with government and community
leaders in discussing the future of our urban

environments. It is a responsibility we all

share to incorporate sustaina.bility and
resilient design, thinking on behalf of the

future generations who will come to inherit

our cities from us.

Resilience is defined as the capacity to

adapt to changing conditions and to
maintain or regain functionality and vitality
in the face of stress or disturbance.

Questioning the resilience of our buildings
and our infrastructure engages us in a broad
conversation about how our built

PRESIDENT'S  LETTER

environment must respond to climate
change, transportation challenges and
energy use, but it also causes us to ask what

can be done to help our communities become

more resilient to social and economic

pressures. We look forward to the
conversations with Aaron Koch, Chicago's

first chief resilience officer, as we embark on

our 100 Resilient Cities challenge.

We are all aware that positive changes

are already happening around us today.
Sustainability is no longer unique and

often expected of us by our clients. The

GSA has been collaborating with AIA in

using gaming techniques in the

development of the interactive platform
Green the Building, which invites facility

managers as well as designers to delve into

how sust:ainable choices of water and

energy use positively impact how people

will interact with buildings.

At an even more personal scale, Moss

Design is one of many of our member firms

that is thinking about "livability" of our

buildings from a new meadery in Beverly to

design for typically mundane public toilets

that engage the gender-identity debate.

It is an exciting time for all of us, and I

hope you join us in asking the questions and

pursuing answers that will shape a new
future for our built environment at both
macro a.nd micro levels - which in turn will
shape us for generations to come.r-c-

Dawn Schuette, FAIA

I
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CPIDAYLIGHTING.COM
LAKE  FOPIEST,  ILLINOIS

What's Your Next
Bright Idea?
UniQuad®
UniQuad®  -  a  unitized  translucent  panel
system    developed    for    high-performance
building    envelopes     This    comprehensive
system offers superior thermal performance
and  exceptional  design versatllity.  UniQuad
enables   you   to   redefine   dayllghting   and
hlghllght  your  creativity,   without   sacrificing

performance   Explore what`s possible when
lmaglnation  meets  innovation.

•     Completed  ln   March  2016,  tl]e  $55  mlllion  prc>ject
features     12.700-sq-ft      of     UnlQuad3     translLicent

glazlng  panels  -  some  as  large  as  50  ft   tall    The
translucent  fac,ade  provldes  an  even  dlstribLltlon  of

glare-free.  dlfiused dayllght throughout the facility.

Grandview  HeightsAquatic  centre    I    HCMAArchitecture  +  Design    I    Surrey,  BC

tc)  Ema Peter Photography

-.-`

;+:;f;:i
-..JS'

847.816.1060
800.759.6985 ®CP]P,d:nyE,n]vgop[:i,uT09



CASE STUDY
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PAC-CLAD.COM     I      lL:  1800  PAC  CLAD     i      MD:   1800  3441400    I    TX.1800  4418661     I    GA.1800  272  4482    I    MN:   1877  5712025
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Wl'r`dows      and      Doors

Built around you:`

D 2016 Marvin® Wndows and Doors. All r;ghts reserved. ® Registered trademark o"aryin windows and Doors.

3uilder: Seven custom Homes,Austin,TX

YOUR   REPUTATION   STANDS  ON   A   NAME

So Does Our.s
Generation after generation, Ma:rvinwindows and Doors has
built our reputation through dedication - the same dedication

you build into every home:I;ogcther, we share a commitment
to design, personal attention and the unparalleled abildy

to customize. As partners, we both draw from these strengths
to build a reputation that can be shared.

CONTACT  YOUR  LOCAL,  INDEPENDENT  DEALER  T0

DISCOVER  THE   MARVIN   DIFFERENCE  TODAY.

MARVIN   DESIGN   GALLERY
by Evanston Lumber
930 North Shore Dr
Lake  Bluff, lL 60044
847-615-1003
MarvinByEstates com

Alexander Lumber Co.
Cortland, lL -815-756-4824
Joliet,  lL -815-725-0030
Woodstock, IL -815-356`8600
AlexLbr.com

Ashland Millwork, lnc.

5 Messner Dr.
Wheeling, lL 60090
847-465-8101
AshlandMillwork.com

Auburn corp.
10490 W.164th Place
Orland Park, lL 60467
FI]7!iri8-2jfjfj6i;]ciR,-34{fj]6i/6yAV`wb
Auburncorpcom

Creative M illwork
3700  IIIinois Aye.

St  Charles, lL 60174
t;#JJ-Jt;fi--ryiyNr2
CreativeMillworkLLC.com

Door & Window super store
Downers Grove - 630-969-7454
0rland Park - 708-349-0405
Doorwindowsuperstorecom

Evanston Lumber Company
1001  Sherman Ave.

Evanston, lL 60202
847-864-7700
EvanstonLumbercom

Lee Lumber Design Showplace
2587 N  Elston Ave
Chicago, IL 60647
773-f!fyf!-c;]Or.
LeeLumber.com

Maher Lumber
301 W Irving Park Rd
Wood  Dale, lL 60191
630-766-8440
MaherLumber.com

Midwest Window and Door
41  N.  Lively  Blvd

Elk Grove Village, lL 60007

84:].qii9.&%3!ro
MidwestwindowAndDoor.net

Midwest window & Supply
800 Hicks Dr.
Elburn,  lL 60119

c;#f]-3cJb-5m2
Midwestwindow.com

Next Door & Window
Arlington  Heights

847-398-8624
Naperville

t;sO-SfJFj-rjf[]7
Burr  Ridge

630-323-6398
NextDoorAncM/indow.com

Re-Visions \Mndow & Door
Replacement, Inc.
451 W Fullerton  Ave.

Elmhurst, lL 60126

t;co-cffr]-sfii/o
Revisionswindowcom

Searls windows
and Doors, lnc.
16260 S Essing{on Rd,
Plain{ield,  lL 60544

815-436-3196
Searlswndows.com

Woodland
Windows & Doors
25 W 355 Lake St.
Roselle,  lL 60172
i;#f..Ffr)-3;fyk;I
Woodlandwindows.com
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AIA CHICAGO  MADE  PRESENTS:  PYRAMID  BENchi

AIA Chicago  Made

presents  a  new  installation
in  the AIA Chicago  lobby

this fall!  Designed  by

Architecture  ls  Fun,  lnc.

(led  by  Peter  Exley,  FAIA)

and fabricated  by Chicago

Scenic Studios, the  Pyramid

Bench  won  a  2016  Small

Proj.ects Awa rd .

The  Pyramid  Bench  is an

object that expresses place

and  play. At the  Dupage  Children's  Museum, the  imaginative design  and  impres-

sive scale of the  Pyramid  Bench  creates spatial  understandings for interpreting

and  appreciating the  geometry inherent in  the surrounding  world.  It encourages

kids of all  ages to explore spatial  relationships and  structures through  play.

The  bench  will  be  on  display through  2016.

THINKING  INTO  THE  FUTURE

AIA  Chicago  is

proud to
co-sponsor the

2016 Thinking

into the Future
The Robie

House Series

on Architec-

ture, Design

and  Ideas,  an

annual  event

presented  by the  Frank  Lloyd Wright Trust.  This

year's talk features Toshiko  Mori,  FAIA,  architect
and  founder of VisionArc,  a think tank  promoting

global  dialogue for a  sustainable future  and  one  of
the founders  of Paracoustica,  a  nonprofit promoting

music  in  underserved  communities.

2016  STUDENT AWARDS  IN  ARCHITECTURE

Each year, AIA Chicago convenes a jury to award The Chicago Award in

Architecture, a competition of student projects. The project awarded first

place  is honored with the  Benn-Johnck Award,  in the amount of $500.
This year, the first-place  award went to  a  University of Wisconsin-

Milwaukee duo, Alexa Wojciechowicz and  Efrain  Cano. Their project,

The Architecture  of Cooperation,  is a  proposal for a  cultural  center in

Chicago's  Humboldt  Park neighborhood. The students observed

tensions between  existing  populations (predominantly comprised  of a

SEPTEMBER  //  OCTOBER//  2016              CHICAGOARCHITECT

long-standing  Puerto  Rican  population)  and the  new neighbors arriving

as the neighborhood  gentrifies. The cultural  center includes spaces for

physical  activity and  cultural  programming,  and  it offers opportunities
for visitors to connect activities to the outdoors via  ample courtyard

space. The  project also  connects to the train.

The jury noted,  "This is a very interesting concept and solution to the

problem of bringing cultures together. The project addresses the idea of
creating  a space that is flexible and  open. Tying the train  line into the site

as something  all  cultures will  go through  and  experience  is  intriguing."

Wanwan Shao, Widya Ramadhani and Yuxuan Wang from the

University of Illinois at Champagne-Urbana  came  in  second  place witr

their Noida  Medical  Center:  Hospital that  Responds to the  Living

Pattern  of  India.

In third  place,  Liyuan  Ge from  University of Illinois at Urbana

Champaign designed a dual structure that simultaneously purifies a toxic

disaster site,  cleaning  up the surrounding water while also  preserving and

honoring the memory of those who died  in the disaster.

This year's honorable mention went to Ayyoub Rakan,  Brian Cruse

and John  Harmon from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaigr

with their project, 320  East North Water Street -Vertical  City in  Chicago`s

Streeterville  District.
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ARE  RETURNS

IN  2016

\lA Chicago  has

mnounced a new

;eason  of ARE classes

o better prepare
irchitects-in-training  for

heir  licensure  exams.

;aturday classes are

low  included!  Learn

nore and  register at

iiachicago.org.

CHICAGO ARCHITECTURE  +  DESIGN  COLLEGE  DAY

Chicago Architecture  +  Design  College  Day

is a free event open to high school and

college students, parents, teachers and

counselors  interested  in  learning  more

about careers in:
•   Architecture

•    lnteriordesign

•   Construction  management

•   Landscape architecture

Nearly  50  college  and  universities will  be

present from  all  over the  United  States.
Representatives will  be  available to provide

information  and  answer questions on their

respective degree programs.

For more  information  and to  register,  visit:

chicagocareerday.org.   CA

SEPTEMBER  //OCTOBER//2016            13
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LIVABLE SPACES ARE PLACES  FOR ALL

MOSS  DESIGN  ]S  MAK[N6  CHICAGO  MORE LIVABLE -

ONE TABLE,  BEEHIVE  0R  BATHROOM AT A TIME

Matt Nardella, AIA,  LEED AP,

principal  of  Moss  Design,  thinks  a
lot about  livability.  When  he

founded Moss Design  in 2008

("Not the best year to start a
firm,"  he joked),  he was interested

in  pursuing  projects  relevant to

topics that signified  ''livability"  in

his own  life: food, wine,  beer and

bikes. As his firm  has continued to

grow,  Moss has begun to develop
its own  identity,  one that tackles

livability from the standpoint of

access and  equality.

Although  beer and bikes were

Moss'  starting  point,  Nardella

realized that his own  employees'

interests could  propel  him to

develop  new projects.  "My main

focus was always projects of my

own  interest,"  Nardella  explained.
''But then  I  brought on  my first

employee who was interested in

making furniture.  So we went in

that direction."  Today,  Moss

produces furniture and  millwork
for built-ins;  they  also  maintain  a

robust blog  after hiring  an

architect with  writing  chops.
''1  want my firm to  be  about

who works here,"  he said.  ''1 want

to turn  interest into  production.  It

just happens to be that everyone
who works here has an  interest

in  livability."

A snippet of Moss  Design's

work shows a  definitive  emphasis

on what a  livable space is -and

what  it can  be.  Livable,  after all,

doesn't always mean  "living"

spaces;  it can  also  apply to

industrial  or commercial  build-

ings.  "A  livable  environment  is for

all  living  things,  not just  people.

We ask,  'How does this space

benefit all? "

Currently,  Moss  is  designing

the Wild  Blossom  Meadery.

Located  in  Beverly,  Illinois,  in  a

former industrial  factory,  Wild

Blossom's  product,  mead,  a

liquor  made from  fermenting

yeast with  honey,  is truly  bee tc
bottle.  The  liquor will  be  brewe

from the freshest source

possible:  beehives  on  site.  Wh€
considering  designs for the

9,000-square-foot facility,

Nardella  noted that the  Moss

team  desired to  produce  a

habitat  ''for bees as much  as fo

people."  The  resulting  design
incorporates  lighting  techniqu{

that  reduce  light  pollution,  whi

AIACHICAGO.(
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an  disorient  bees  during  their

)rocess  of pollination  and

eturning to the  hive.  A vegeta-

ive  rooftop and  landscaped

)rairie  with  native  flowers  will

.eep the  hives  busy as well.
''Livability can  be  achieved

hrough  design  solutions,"

Jardella stated.  Beyond the bees,

`is firm  is also getting to the  root

)f one  divisive  political  issue:

]esigning  livable bathrooms -

)athrooms for all  bodies.
''1  started working  on  bath-

oom design  because,  really, the

vay bathrooms are done is

]ross,"  he  said.  "They're  not nice

paces. And we could  make
hem I.ust as  inviting  as the  rest of

he  building."

Nardella  set out to create a

`ew paradigm  for bathroom

]esign,  coincidentally  in  time  for

he  sparking  national  conversa-

ion  on  gender  identity  and

>athroom  assignments.  His

olution:  create  multiple

)ender-neutral,  single-occupan-

y  bathrooms that connect to a
hared  handwashing  station.

:ach  toilet  room  will  meet

iccessibility  requirements and

an  also  hold  a  sink for plumbing

equirements,  but the  main

iandwashing  area  will  be

eparate and  shared.

It's  not  revolutionary design

-OSHA  issued  guidelines  in

2015 that noted  best practices

to  honor transgender or

gender-fluid  individuals  that

include  providing  single-

occupancy  bathrooms or

multiple-user,  locking  stalls.  But

the  issue  moves  beyond the

workplace  and  trickles  into

notions of equity and  comfort  in

everyday  interactions -livability

in  the  modern  world.
''As architects, we want

everyone to be treated  equally,

to use whichever bathroom  you

want without filling  out  a  survey,"

Nardella  explained.  ''lt would  be

so easy for this to  not be an

issue;  it  is  rare  that there  is  a

problem  that can  be so  easily
solved  such  as with  bathrooms.

And  you  can find  this  solution

in  design."  CA

SEPTEMBER  //OCTOBER  //2016            15
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CRAFTED TRADITION

RESTORING THE  PLASTER AT UNITY TEMPLE

BY SCOTT CONWELL,  FAIA

In my role as director of technical service with International Masonry Institute (IMI), I am often
asked by Chicago architects "Do today's plasterers have the same skills as those from 100 years
ago?" My answer is always a reassuring and resounding "Yes."

Plastering  is  alive  and  well  in

Chicago  and  across the  United

States, thanks to the comprehen-

sive  apprenticeship  and  training

programs  of  lMl's  International
Masonry Training  and  Education

Foundation  and  the  plastering

contractors signed with the

International  Union  of  Bricklayers

and Allied  Craftworkers  (BAC).

Plastering,  like  ceramic  tile  and

terrazzo,  is  an  allied  craft of the

bricklaying  trade.  The  resto-

ration  of the  historic  plaster work
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at  Frank  Lloyd  Wright's  Unity

Temple  in  Oak  Park,  Illinois,  is

one  example of how today's

expert  plasterers  are  employing

classic techniques with  modern

materials  to  deliver  high-

performing  and  historically

accurate  plaster finishes to this

building's  walls  and  ceilings.

Designed  in  1905  and  dedicat

ed  in  1909,  \/\/right's  masterpiece

had  many architectural  features

that define  its  significance,  not

the  least  of which  are the  subtly
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ainted  and textured  plaster

nishes.  According  to the  Unity

9mple  Restoration  Foundation

JTRF),  original  specifications

idicate  that the  plaster  interior
'as composed  of a  lime cement

laster with  crushed  flint or

)rpedo sand  aggregate  and

oat or cattle  hair fibers  ''well

eaten,  soaked  and thoroughly

iixed  into  lime  paste"  finished

venly with  a  soft felt or cork

Iced  trowel.

Over the decades,  many

laster  repairs  have  obscured

id  compromised  the  original

}xtured  plaster,  and  modern

tex paint has completely

tered the  appearance of
/right's  design  aesthetic.  The

iallenge for the  restoration
-chitects from  Harboe Archi-

)cts,  PC,  involved  in  Unity

3mple's  restoration  since  2001,

id the  plastering  contractor

P.  Phillips  lnc.  is  to  restore  the

laster to  its  original  design

intent:  the  soft  and  subtle  kind

of finish  that was  known  to  have

existed  and  was  rediscovered

after extensive  investigation.

According  to  general  contrac-

tor  Berglund  Construction,  the

scope  of the  plaster restoration

is to  provide  a  new  plaster finish

to  all  of the  originally  plastered

walls  and  ceilings,  replicating

the  original  composition,  finish

and  color.  Originally  there  were

three finishes:  a  strongly-

textured  sand  finish  with

distinctive  trowel  markings;  a

lightly  textured  sand  finish;  and

a  more  challenging  smooth

finish,  monolithic  in  appearance.

In  areas where  no  patching  is

required,  the  new finish  will  be

applied  as  a  skim  coat over

existing  surfaces.  In  areas

requiring  minor patching,

plasterers will  apply a  base  coat
of sand,  cement and  lime  in

proportion  to  match  the  original
composition;  this  new base  coat

gets applied to wire  lath  that  is
attached  directly to the  original

cast-in-place  concrete  structure

prior to the  new finish  coats.  In
ceiling  coffers and  in  areas

requiring  major patching,  such  as

wall  chases  required  by  mechani-

cal  and  electrical  updates,  a

similar method will  be  used.  The

paint,  under equal  scrutiny as the

plaster,  will  be  applied  by
architectural  conservators from

Evergreene Architectural  Arts.

After many weeks of trials and

sample  panels  painstakingly con-

structed  on-site, the  plasterers

were finally  able  to  meet  Harboe

Architects'  strict  requirements

for composition  and texture  of

the  plaster's  base  and  finish

coats.  Upon  completion, the

beautiful  and  historically

accurate  restoration  of Unity

Temple's  walls  and  ceilings  will

be  a testament to the  shared

goals  and  tight collaboration
among the  conservator, the

architect  and  the  plasterers.   CA

////,//,//,

Currently, the Unlty Temple plaster

restoration  is  in  its early stages and

expected to be complete by the end

of 2016.
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HONORING  CHICAGO'S  PAST,  BRICK  BY  BRICK

MEDIA OBJECTIVES  CREATES AN  INSTALLATION  IN  MEMORY 0F THE NEWCITY YMCA

Valerio Dewalt Train's Media Objectives department doesn't see boundaries between art and design.

Their specialized department is an interdisciplinary design studio that combines interior branding

and graphic design to make interiors "speak." In the case of the Newcity mixed-use development on

the Near North Side, the team designed an installation that is just as much architecture as it is a work

of sculptural beauty that honors the site's former resident: The Newcity YMCA.

The colorful  Newcity YMCA was

one of those places that brought

people together.  Built in  1981  by
Metz, Train,  and Youngren,  lnc.,

the  building's geographic

placement at the intersection of
two very different neighborhoods,

Lincoln  Park and  Cabrini  Green's

infamous high-rises,  made the

YMCA a  bridge between

disparate communities.

Beyond  its role as a  gathering

place, the YMCA was known  for
its glazed,  colored  brick exterior

walls that intersected at varying

joints to  create  a  visually  ''lay-
ered" fa€ade.  However the  1990s

saw  rising  land  values on  the  Near

North  Side,  as well  as the city's

decision  to dismantle the Cabrini

Green. As  membership dwindled,

the YMCA realized that selling  off
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the  land to developers in 2004 for

a  sum  of $54 million  meant they

could provide better services to

the most underserved elsewhere.

The YMCA shuttered and was

demolished  in  2007.

Today, a mixed-use develop-

ment stands in  place of the old

YMCA. A  199-unit residential tower

and almost 1  million  square feet of

retail  comprise the space that

bolstered the  New North's alread`

booming  retail  corridor. The

project, which took almost 10

years to complete after battling
the recession, was developed by

Structured Development. They

oversaw each stage of the proces'
-demolition to ribbon-cutting.

Senior Director of Real  Estate a

Structured Development Jeff Berl

noted,  ''The YMCA truly meant a
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)t to many people.  It was a

ommunity gathering  place for

hree decades."

As such,  Structured  Develop-

ient chose to preserve the
tuilding  the  best  it  could:  by

aving  10,000 of the  iconic glazed,

olored  bricks from the  roll-off.

Initially,  we sold  these  bricks as  a

jndraiser,"  Berta  said.  "We  put

ilaques on them to commemo-

ate the groundbreaking  [of the

ew building]."  Those funds went

3  By The  Hand,  an  organization

hat provides afterschool

irograms for underserved

hildren  and teenagers.

Those that were not auctioned

)r the fundraiser,  however, were

3purposed. According to  Berta,

ie idea to use the  bricks for an

istallation  came to  him  in  2005.

We always intended to  use the
iricks  again,"  he  explained.

Instead  of using  them  in  the

onstruction, we decided to use

iem  in  an  installation.  So  we

pproached  Media  Objectives."
Media  Objectives created the

lewcity  Heritage  Installation.

1asons worked for one week

reating three walls  of re-stacked

colored  bricked from  the  original

YMCA,  which  are  raised  above

the floor within  exposed,  raw

steel  frames. The back of each

wall  fragment  is a  mosaic  using

the  multicolored  bricks,  symboliz-

ing the  bringing together of

worlds.  Each  segment sits  at an

angle.  Behind  the fragments  is a

wall  treatment,  featuring  a

modern typographic pattern  of

words and  phrases,  chosen to

express what the YMCA meant to

the community. The typography

reflects the contemporary design

of the  mixed-use development.

Joe  Lawton,  Assoc.  AIA,

managing  director of Media

Objectives,  acted  as art director

on  the  installation.  ''We  ap-

proached  this proj.ect,  like we  do
with  all  of our work,  exploring

ways we can  better connect

people with the space they are
inhabiting,"  he  said  ''One  of the

early concepts  had  the  bricks

displayed  all  together,  as a

unified  wall  installation.  This  felt

too  pristine;  that  it  didn't fully tell

the  story.  For the final  design,  we

purposely  broke the  installation
apart,  left unfinished  edges  on

the  bricks,  and  utilized  raw steel

for the  support.  This gives the

appearance of being  in  a  state of

construction,  or deconstruction.

By angling the three structures,

we connected to the  playful

geometries of the  existing  ceiling

clouds  and further activated this

long  linear passageway."

The piece is an  intersection

between masonry architecture and

contemporary art,  playing  on  how

architecture can  bring  people

together whole, while also

memorializing  a  lost community

asset.  Current residents and

visitors to the  Newcity shopping

center can visit and  read more

about the site's meaning and

history;  like a work of art,  it

enlightens,  educates and affects.

Lawton  continued,  ''lnstead of

building walls,  physical  and

emotional, that segregate and tear

apart our communities, we need to

design with the intent to welcome,

embrace and celebrate the

diversity of our communities."   CA
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THE MAKING  0F CHICA60'S  MOHOLYINA6Y

BY DAWN  REISS

Fineberg said his life was forever

changed from that moment on and

owes his life's work as a designer

and artist to  Moholy-Nagy.  ''He

made you do things you didn't

think you could do,"  said  Fineberg,

who has continued to make and

exhibit artwork in a variety of media

since he received his degree in

1948.  "He was a quiet, thoughtful

man and such an  inspiration."

What made the school  unique,

Fineberg said, was how it was

built around  collaboration  of

thoughts,  ideas and  creativity

among architects, artists,

photographers and other
visionaries,  including  R.  Buckmin-

ster Fuller, who came to the

school  and  helped  students build

a geodesic dome  in the base-

ment.  ''Moholy was always

bringing  all  sorts of people to talk

and  lecture,"  Fineberg  said.  ''He

was like a student and  helped you

Sumner M. Fineberg, a 94-year-old World War 11

veteran, remembers the first time he arrived in

Chicago at what was then called the Institute of

Design, after just having finished serving in the

U.S. Army infantry in October 1945. After

spending months writing the school asking them

to delay his accepta.nce, it was Liszl6 Moholy-Nagy

who greeted him at the school's front door.

think through things and  stayed

away if you  didn't need  it."

After seven years in the works,

the Art Institute of Chicago will

now celebrate that philosophy via
•its  Moholy-Nagy:  Future  Present

exhibition that opens in  October.

Although  Chicago  is home to

other recognized artists and

architects,  said  Richard  and  Ellen

Sandor Chair and  Curator

Matthew Witkovsky for the Art

lnstitute's department of photog-

raphy,  "Moholy is the  most

internat.ionally  recognized  visual

artist who ever lived  in  Chicago."

During  his 51  years of life,

Moholy, who fled Germany before

World War 11 and  later died of

leukemia, faced many obstacles.

His daughter,  Hattula  Moholy-Nagy,

noted the Hungarian-born painter,

sculptor,  photographer, filmmaker,

designer, writer and teacher was a

proponent of a  ''beautiful things
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make the world a better, more

insightful  place"  philosophy.

However, he was not widely

heralded for his accomplishments

until  after his death,  albeit a few

noteworthy exceptions.  ``The

exhibition catalogue makes clear

that Moholy had a  relatively

difficult time getting exhibitions

and finding collectors in the Unitet

States, outside of Hilla  Rebay and

her patron, Solomon Guggenheim

in  New York," Witkovsky said.
"Geometric abstraction had its

adherents in this country but was

not widely popular."

The show will feature a variety (

works including the multimedia

instillation,  ''Room  of the  Present,

which  Moholy showcased  as a

prototype in  Paris in  1930 before
fleeing  Germany. The piece

includes a  linoleum floor and  a

glass curtain wall that divides the
entrance from the exit, making

visitors travel  via  circuit through

the  room.  In the center is  Moholy

motorized metal-glass-wood-and

plastic sculpture,  "Light Prop for €
Electric Stage," which  rotates anc

reflects colored electric lights.

Radical  and forward-thinking f(

its time, setting  one's living

environment in  motion was part c

a  larger conversation of creating {

dialogue among architects,

designers, fine artists, advertisers

graphic and product designers:
"He brought in people from

different walks of life. That wasn't

common then," Witkovsky said.

That ideology was born out

Walter Gropius's genesis of the

Bauhaus School, where a post-

World War I  Germany tried to

rebuild.  "So they devised various

types of architecture to house
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)eople,"  Fineberg said.  ''lt was a

iecessity  . ..  It was an  awakening  of

he architecture and art that

)eople called avant-garde and all

:inds of things,  but it has  radically

:hanged the world."

As Germany was taken over by

litler, the Bauhaus refused to

)roduce  materials for the war,
:ineberg said,  so artists fled  and

ebuilt the school  in  Chicago. At

3ropius'  request,  Moholy-Nagy

)pened the  New  Bauhaus in  1937,

)efore it became the  Institute of

)esign  and  was eventually rolled

nto the  Illinois  Institute  of
-echnology after Moholy-Nagy's

death  in  1946.

''We are now celebrating the

one man who kept the school

going, who is finally getting  his due

Nagy's wife pay for his beloved

teacher'sfuneral  costs.   CA

for everything he did,"  said                           ,+,++,+,++,

Fineberg, who, many years ago,

purchased a crayon, pen-and-ink
abstract sketch to help Moholy-

The Chicago chapter of the  Society of

Architectural  Historians  and AIA

Chicago will  host  ''Totality vs.

Perfection:  Moholy,  Mies,  and the

Function  of Cities,`'  a  lecture by

author Thomas  Dy/.a, The Third

Coast, on Wednesday, October 19,

at The Cliff Dwellers,  200 South

Michigan Avenue.  The  6 p.in.  lecture

and  preceding reception  are free;

dinner  is  available  with  advance

reservation`  For  details,  visit

aiachicago.org`

Moholy-Nagy:  Future Present is

organized by the Art Institute of

Chicago;  Solomon  R.  Guggenheim

Museum,  New York;  and  Los Angeles

County Museum of Art,  Los Angeles,

and  is open from October 2, 2016,

through January  3,  2017.
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Krueck + Sexton Architects recently completed an extensive renovation of the 32,000-square-foot lobby space of The

Franklin, formerly the AT&T Building. This lobby is used as both a connector among the three street entries and as a gateway

to access the two office towers. A Leo Villareal  sculpture  is suspended  in the central atrium creating  an  organic pattern of light

constellations that can  be seen from  almost any point in the  lobby.

Ghafari Associates

provided  master planning,
architecture and

engineering services for

Lincoln  Campus in  Fort

Collins, Colorado -a

100-acre facility that will

house engineering and

manufacturing spaces,

:.i       administrative offices,

c\```         conferencing  facilities,

collaboration zones,

seminar and training

rooms, and a  multi-level

atrium  cafeteria. The

project was completed in
conjunction with

Woodward, an

independent designer,

manufacturer and service

provider of energy control
systems for the aerospace

and  industrial  industries.
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Evanston-based Morgante Wilsor

Architects,  Ltd., announced the

firm has promoted  Renata

Buenrostro,  lntl. Assoc. AIA, to

director of architectural  interiors.

Buenrostro joined the firm  in  2000

as an architectural  project

manager, a  position she held for

four years before being named

associate of architectural  interiors

in  2004.

Lake Street Studios,  a  micro-unit affordable housing  project by Harley EIIis

Devereaux, has been selected by the urban  Land  Institute Chicago to receive €

2016 Vision Award  in the Work force  Housing  category.
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laneen  Harrell, AIA,  has joined  GREG

\rchitects as an  interior designer.

he Society of Architectural

listorians will  host its seventh

nnual  SAH Awards Gala  on

riday,  November 4, at The

acquet Club of Chicago.  SAH

rill  present the Architectural

tewardship award to

hilanthropist Richard  H.

Iriehaus, the  Public Engagement

rith the  Built Environment award

) Sarah  Herda, director of the

iraham  Foundation for Advanced

[udies in  the  Fine Arts,  and the
'esign,  Planning  and

ustainability award to Peter

andon,  FAIA, LEED AP, founder

id  principal of Landon  Bone

aker Architects (pictured).

•ett Taylor, AIA, joined  bKL

•chitecture as a director.

LCM  Architects has completed two  new facilities that benefit Illinois-based nonprofit organizations.  LCM  provided  renovations

for The Center for Enriched  Living,  a  21,000-square-foot facility in  Riverwoods,  Illinois. The project was design  following the

principles of universal design. This organization works to provide a  community environment for individuals with  developmental
and  physical  disabilities.  LCM  designed  and completed the  University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign's new Chez  Family

Foundation, Center for Wounded Veterans in  Higher Education. This fuHy accessible, ground-up new building provides

24-hour support to prepare wounded veterans to live independently.
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tvsdesign's Chicago office recently completed work for a Chicago not-for-profit near and dear to the hearts of its employees.

Aspire, which provides a variety of services to children and adults with developmental disabilities, opened its newly renovated

Chicago office.

////////,//

PLEASE SEND YOUR  NEWS TO:

info@aiachicago.org

Michelle  Halle Stern, AIA,  PE,

ENV SP,  LEED Fellow, president o

The Green  Facilitator, received the

Intent to  Matter:  Individual

Leadership Emerald Award from

the  USGBC-Illinois for her

leadership in training  and strategy.

The award was presented by Heler

J.  Kessler,  FAIA (right).
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i  May 2016, the Coalition of Community College Architecture Programs

=CCAP) presented the winners of its second annual student design competition

t its annual  conference, which was held  in  Philadelphia  in  conjunction with the

\lA National Convention. The program called for students to design an  lnterfaith

:hapel of Peace for non-denominational worship and  meditation. The site was to

ie a  natural environment of the students' choice.

'irst Place:  Matthew Ziemer,  College of Dupage,  Glen  Ellyn,  Illinois;

\ndrew Joseph, AIA, faculty (above)

iecond  Place: Ting Wei  Fan,  Onondaga  Community College,  Buffalo,  New York;

:enneth  Bobis, AIA, faculty

hird  Place: John  M.  Owen, Ann Arundel  Community College,  Severna  Park,

1aryland;  Michael  Ryan, AIA,  faculty

/intrust  Financial  Corporation  completed  Its move  into the historic 231  South

asalle Street building. Wintrust supported the  renovation  of the historic Grand

all (pictured), and VOA,  now Stantec, designed workstations, offices and a new

:aircase. The renovation celebrates classic architecture.
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Landon  Bone Baker Architects has wrapped up another successful summer program, CommunityLab, which hires high school

students to  research  an  issue facing  a  neighborhood  and  offer design-based  solutions. This year,  students created  BIKElab to

focus on  creating  a  bicycle-friendly community in  Humboldt Park.

28

Chicago-based architectural firm,  Studio  Dwell Architects,  in  collaboration with

Detroit-based  Bedrock Detrolt and  Hamilton Anderson Associates, have won the

Grand  Prize at the 24th Annual Congress for New Urbanism for the design of the

Brush  Park  Development Project. The CNU  award  recognizes  international

achievements in the development of forward-thinking  urban design.  Studio Dwell

Architects was responsible for the design of over 40 townhomes for the Detroit

development, which  is scheduled to break ground  in  2017.
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The Obama  Foundation has

selected Tod Williams  Billie Tsien

Architects  I  Partners (TWBTA) tc>

lead the design team for the

Obama Presidential Center and

locally based  Interactive Design

Architects (IDEA) to  be  its partnei

According to the  Foundation,  lDE,

brings  local  knowledge and a tracl

record for delivering  excellence to

large, complex cMc projects. The

firm  is  led  by  Dina  Griffin, AIA,

NOMA,  llDA (above).

I LT E I H
Builtech Services LLC, a general contracting and

construction-management firm, announced the launch of

Builtech  Interiors Group, a  new division  dedicated to

corporate  Interiors construction.

Park West has been named one of the

largest  landscape  companies in  North

America by Lawn &  Landscape magazine.
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rGY Architecture  +  Planning announced  it

]s hired Joy Dewitt and  Ralitsa Todorova

job captains at the firm's Chicago/
idwest office.

Bailey  Edward  and the UIC College of Medicine have announced  plans for a  new surgical  research  and training

laboratory that will  provide state-of-the-art teaching and research environments to accommodate several 21st

century instructional  formats and programs.

Skidmore, Owings &

Merrill announced the

completion of the

Beijing  Greenland

Center, a 55-story

tower with a  prismatic

exterior that reduces

energy use through

self-shading; the

fa?ade and a range of

other sustainable

features are projected

to reduce energy and

water use by

approximately 30

percent.  SOM  also did
a  master plan for the

neighborhood.

ln August,  Main Architecture celebrated 40 years as a design and

architecture firm.  Located  in  downtown  Chlcago on  Wabash Avenue,  Main

has designed  award-winning  structures,  which  include  Paramount  Lofts and

Motor Row Condominiums.
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STUDENT WORK

MASS TIMBER
Dennis Khambai and Eric Runnfeldt
at the Illinois Institute of Technology
Instructor: Andy Tinucci, AIA

Fall 2015

Project Description
During the  19th  and 20th

century, steel and concrete

had been the dominant

materials in  shaping  our cities

while wood became associated

with  lower-grade construction.

In  recent years, new types of

engineered timber have

opened  up new possibilities to

build  bigger and  higher, with

timber skyscrapers now a  real

prospect. Wood has demon-
strated  many valuable

attributes over steel and

concrete as the architectural

wonder of the 21st century,

with  praise  in  its sustainability,

quality and speed of construc-
tion.  It raises the question:

How do the construction

parameters of mass timber
influence the assemblage

arrangement of which

effectivity is the possibility to

provide for people to  reside in
a  new way? One  possibility is

to look at the potential of a

tower as an infrastructure that

operates between the public

and  private realms; a tower

that can retroactively integrate

with the city between the scale

of the human body and the

tower as a form.

Massive  Timber  is  a

proposal that speculates on
the  possibility  of such

assemblage  method  and the

framework  required to  control

the effects of wood -a
careful  investigation  into the

relationship  between  the

building  element's arrange-

ments as cluster of effects.

The fundamental  idea  of the

project explores the  relation-
ship of the elements,  such  as

balconies,  floorplates,

envelope  and  form,  which

become  agents that deter-

mine the  characteristics of

this  new typology of a  high

rise that establishes  a

dialogue  between  real  estate

and the  public  realm.

The tower characteristic

responds specifically to the

orientation  of the  site

expressing the  language  of

subtlety  and  slenderness on

one  side,  while the  sloped

and wide  undulating  surface

expresses the opposite. At

the  ground,  commercial  units

provide services to the
vibrant  commercial  district.

The concrete  base serves as a

major barrier between the

ground  and timber structure.
The concrete  base also

discontinues the  residential

grid to the ground  level.
The form's dramatic step

expresses the  publicly

accessible  gallery  and

terraces that  result  in  a

continuation  of the  public

ground  plane  into  the
vertical  axis,  where  both  the

CHICAGO  ARCHITECT

public  and  private  benefit  in
this  new joint ownership

space where  users can

exhibit works  of art or  host

private  events.
Each  residential  unit is

characterized  by balconies

that offer privacy and can

generate social  intervention.
The  living  units express the!

immateriality of wood

transitioning to the  balconie

As a  result, the  sloping

modular form would genera

various types of apartments

within  the  tower.   CA
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A COLLABORATIVE

PARTNERSHIP  BRINGS

CHICAGO TOGETHER

THROUGH  ITS WATERWAVS
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AFTER WE STARTE[

TALKING TO PEOPLE

IT BECAME CLEAF

T0 US THAT WE

AS TH E STAF

OF MPC,  DIDN'l

HAVE TO DO AN\

VISIONING.  PEOPLE

ALREADY HAD

VISI0N. WE ARE TH

TRANSLATORs, Tin

SYNTHESIZERS



A life in Chicago, the city of neighborhoods, is rife with water. From the

beaches that provide summer landings spreading from the South Shore to

Rogers Park to the downtown workers and tourists crossing the city's historic

bridges throughout the loop, water remains a true connector. It joins

geographically disparate neighborhoods and unites us - if by any means -
through an iconic ecosystem. Metropolitan Planning Council (MPC) and Ross

Barney Architects (RBA) is a team looking to make great waves in

reinvigorating Chicagoans' relationships to the rivers and surrounding

ecosystems. This year, the MPC in partnership with RBA and the city of

Chicago have announced Our Great Rivers, a long-term planning initiative to

make Chicago's rivers an asset to communities, rather than a burden.

For the bulk of its history, Chicago's riverways have

been dumping grounds for refuse and transport routes
for vehicles. The beauty of our three rivers -the
Chicago, Des Plaines and Calumet -were the impetus
for the city's growth, as they served not to connect
neighborhoods but instead to move goods from an

industrial center down the Mississippi. Author Sarah

Vowell, in her segment for T7?I.s Amerz.ccm Lz.fe.. Four

Corners, described its history through Louis Joliet's

1674 map of what would soon become Chicago:
"There's Lake Michigan and at only one spot, the future

site of Chicago, does it cormect to a river that connects to

a couple of other rivers that could connect i.t to the

Mississippi. This is what Joliet saw, that this place is a

continental hub, the missing link between the Great

Lakes and the Mississippi, and thus the Atlantic and the

Gulf. All that was needed was a short canal spanning the

miles of prairie between rivers ."

Our rivers built Chicago and ran a wire to the rest of
the United States. But with all that growth came

waste: What we've been left with is a body of wetlands

with nicknames like Ass Creek, or water so polluted

with pig feces that it froths, dubbed Bubbly Creek.

Our Great Rivers began in late 2014. According to

Josh Ellis, program director at MPG, Mayor Rahm

Emanuel approached MPC, the Chicago Community

Trust, the Joyce Foundation and ArcelorMittal with

the task of creating what he calls a, "unified, forward-
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looking vision for Chicago's rivers." In 2015, MPC

approached Carol Ro§s Barney, FAIA, who currently
sits on MPC's Leadership Commission to help the

organization execute a series of design charrettes.
"Carol's firm has such a tradition of civic architecture

that it seemed like a natural fit," Ellis said.

The project publicly kicked off in March 2015, led

by the leadership commission. Barney, founder and

principal of Ross Barney Architects, saw the project

as a perfect fit. "It's an example of why I love my

work. The idea of improving your community is why I
love my work. It wasn't a hard decision."

What Ross Barney Architects signed up for became

a massive public-interface and design process. One

hundred and twenty community-engagement
activities were held in neighborhoods across the city,

inviting leaders from community groups and

stakeholders in Chicago's rivers to discuss current
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OWNERSHIP -EMOTIONAL OWNERSHIP. CIVIC

OWNERSHIP -THAT IS THE CORE OF THIS VISION.
issues surrounding the nearby waterways and to
brainstorm solutions or ideas that would best serve
community needs and desires. "This was by far the

most extensive public outreach that MPC has ever

done," Ellis said. "The people participating in the

charrettes ranged from ADA experts to kayakers and
fishermen; as well as different government entities.

And after we started talking to people, it became

clear to us that we, as the staff of MPC, didn't have to
do any visioning. People already had a vision. We are

the translators, the synthesizers."

METROPOLITAN  PIANNING  COUNCIL  HELD  120  COMMUNITY  ENGAGEMENT

EVENTS ACROSS THE  CllY.

From these meetings, five sites were selected as

Vision in Action sites: The Des Plaines River (near

O'Hare International Airport), Goose Island, the

Collateral Channel (Little Village), Ashland

(Bridgeport), a.nd Riverdale.
Ross Barney Architects sent three staff members to

assist in these five charrettes, and later to act as
"translators" -taking the ideas and desires of

community members and rendering them into

prospective designs. Ryan Gann, Assoc. AIA, Ross
Barney, AIA, and Huili Feng observed that, at many
of the sites, some of the most interesting

conversations occurred in spaces where interests
clashed and synthesized.

At the Collateral Channel (also known as Ass Creek

due to the toxic smell from the river), the team saw
divisions between residential interests and the

longstanding industrial neighbors. "This ended up

being a study of how modern industry can integrate
with the surrounding community," Ross Barney said.

The resulting prospective design is an extension of

the upcoming elevated Paseo Trail, but it branches the
trail south. This proposed extension, dubbed the New

South Branch River front Trail, takes pedestrians
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through a park, over industrial areas, and leads to the
channel, where an innovative filtration system

purifies the channel's water and makes for an
accessible community swimming pool. Excitement

abounded from the local alderman, residents and
environmental groups to make this plan into a reality.
Feng, while contemplating the role of the architect in
this process, commented on its simplicity. "All we did

was put the small pieces together and showed them

the potential. And people were excited about how

bright their futures could be."
Similarly, in the case of the Ashland site in

Bridgeport, the design team had to reinforce the
relationship between industry and residential. ``We

designed a whole building for this site," Gann said,
"just to illustrate what it would be like to have a

formerly industrial, mixed-use structure with river
access. With the CTA Orange Line stop nearby and

the Studio Gang's new boa.thouse across the river for
a water taxi stop, this could become a new kind of
transit-oriented development."

Not all of these charrette designs are as

complicated, however. According to Ellis, "The

Calumet River has no public spaces, while the Des

Plaines River is all public space, but no one knows it's

there." As a result, the design team looked at means

of making these public spaces more visible, including

creating pedestrian-friendly routes to the river,
signage and public artworks.

The resulting Our Great Rivers publication is an
aggregation of these processes, charrettes and
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speculative timeline with a specific goal: By 2040,

Chicago's rivers will be productive, inviting, and living.

Until then, specific timeline goals include creating

a branding strategy and water-quality plans by 2020;
completing continuous river front trails that offer
easy access from all neighborhoods by 2030; and, fully

litter-and-odor-free rivers by 2040. It will be a matter

of securing partnerships to accomplish these goals

and fund the five Vision in Action project sites,

involving incorporating river front land into public
initiatives and encouraging private entities and

community leaders to plan events on the river front.
The project is exemplary of what can happen when

architects, NGOs and civic organizations collaborate
to accomplish a major project. And, Ellis said, it

demonstrates how collaboration can bring the public
together to promote citizen ownership over their
cities. "Ownership -emotional ownership, civic
ownership -that is the core of this vision," he added.

To the architects involved at each charrette site,

local stakeholders had already been plotting solutions

for their rivers. They had, in some capacity, already

self-identified as stewards and owners of the rivers.
"Everyone there had a passion about where they live.

But these people had just never sat in a room together,"
Ross Barney said. "All we did was hand them a mirror

and say, `You already have the answers." This initiative

simply puts those answers to paper. As Chicago's
waterways united the city with the rest of the United
States centuries ago, Our Great Rivers is hatching plans
for how rivers can unite Chicago today.   CA
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BERGLUND CONSTRUCTION
Preserving Cbicago's HZstoric Architecture
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Berglund  Project Pictures, Above  Left to  Bight:
Farnsworth House  .    Sullivancenter    .    SheddAquarium    .    UnityTemple     .    UICuniversityHall    .    Rockefellerchapel
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PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

EXPERIENCE TRUE  PEACE  0F  M[ND

SkyscapeTM Vegetative  Roof Systems provide designers and  building

owners a full  range of design solutions that meet the vision for the space

and  exceed  performance criteria.  Plus,  Skyscape systems are eligible for

protection  under the strength of the industry's leading warranty, the
Firestone  Red  ShieldTM Warranty.

A  Full  Range of Design Solutions

From  vision  to  reality,  Firestone can  support your design with  our  Extensive,

Semi-Intensive  and  Intensive  performance-based vegetative  roof solutions:

Skyscape pregrown Modular systems                   Skyscape Built-in-place systems

Easy to  Install

Skyscape Pregrown  Modular Systems are compact,  lightweight and simple

to  Install.  Our Built-in-Place  systems  integrate filter fabric,  drainage  panel,

and  geotextile  into  a  single  roll  to  reduce  labor.  All  Skyscape systems are

designed to  install  easily,  giving  the  building  owner a  complete  and

beautiful  vegetative  roof from  the day of installation.

Field-Proven,  Lab-Approved

A decade of field experience  in vegetative roofing  has enabled  Firestone to

provide thriving systems that we confidently warranty for up to 30 years.
•    Firestone  Growing  Media  is blended  to  German  FLL international

standards and  is  regionally formulated to  maximize sustainable  plant

growth  in  multiple climatic conditions
•    Skyscape vegetation  is specifically selected for rooftop  survivability

•    Skyscape Pregrown  Modular Systems are  FM  approved for fire resistance

St®ne
l"lLDING  PRODUCTS

NOBol)Y COVERS YOU BETTER:T-

www.firestonebpco.com

INNOVATIVE SOLUTloNS  FOR

TODAY'S  PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE

MORIN  is  now  galvanized  by the  palpable  synergy  emanating  from  within

all  three  of its  manufacturing  facilities,  the  offices,  the  managers  and  their

dedicated employees.  This energy stems from  Morin`s cohesive

commitment to  new product development, enhanced technologies and

focused team  partnerships.

Morzip® Series -Natural  and  Painted  Metals -a dual  purpose roof and wall

system now even  more encompassing than ever -is recently expanded to

include painted aluminum and Galvalume!  Key design features include vertical

or horizontal applications and  seamless transitions; options of convex lay-down

or mechanical curving; and curved  and straight tapered  panels.

New for 2016 is the SymmeTry Roof SeriesTM with  unlimited thermal

expansion/contraction  capacity; watertight seam from eave to ridge;  significant

wind-uplift capability and onsite roll-forming  in  lengths up to 300 feet

-SymmeTry Roof SeriesTM -strength, balance and harmony for your design.

Next  up,  Morin  Matrix  Series® will  be  Intensified  with  the  addition  of six

contemporary  profiles  branded  as  Morin  Matrix  Series®  BOLD that will

easily jump  onto the  lucrative  ride  of the current  Morin  Matrix  Series®

metal  panel  offerings.
"Innovative solutions for today's progressive architecture,"  Morin's tagline,

translates to immense growth opportunities for both their clients, customers

and company alike.
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PLAYING THE WAY T0 A SUSTAINABLE SOLUTION

Can a game engage professionals

in  meaningful  learning? AIA's

continuing education  had been

campaigning for the use of gaming

as a  learning tool for some time,

seeking  an opportunity to put this

approach to the test.

Green the  Building  provided

that exact opportunity, engaging

AIA members  in  a  new and

effective way. AIA's Chicago

Chapter and  Stephen  Martin,

National AIA managing  director,

Professional  Development and

Resources, partnered with

Michael  Bloom  of GSA's Office of

Federal  High-Performance  Green

Buildings  (OFHPGB) to  bring

Green the Building to members,

with  exciting  results.

Developed by OFHPGB, Green

the  Building  is a  browser-based

interactive game that engages

learners with the complex world of

sustainable design, construction

and operation. The gaming

platform allows them to test out
building  strategies  in  a  risk-free

environment.  Green the  Building  is
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a  natural  extension  of OFHPGB's

Sustainable  Facilities Tool website

(SFTool.gov), which  provides

resources to help professionals

and the  public build,  buy and

operate green.

Stephen  Martin was impressed

by how deeply members were

drawn  into Green the  Building and

excited  by their response.  ''1 think

the overall  reaction to this game

was outstanding."  Martin, who led

a  Green the  Building session  at the

AIA Convention  in  Philadelphia,

chuckled a bit as he added,  "We
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were concerned because the

demographics for our membership

don't necessarily fit with  'gamer,'

but overall, they were really

interested and engaged."

Michael  BIoom,  OFHPGB

Sustainability and  Green  Buildings

Program  advisor, joined AIA

Chicago in  February to facilitate a

Green the  Building session with

members. Through the game, they

learned that successful  sustainabil-

ity planning  requires understand-

ing that the features of a  building

are  interconnected and  influenced

by its inhabitants. This deeper

understanding was truly facilitated

by the use of a game for learning,

rather than a webinar or presenta-

tion.  For example,  Martin  noted

that players quickly moved beyond

basic sustainability actions related

to energy and water and began

considering tenant satisfaction  and

interaction with  a  building.

Although AIA is more focused

on architecture than facility

management and procurement,

Martin  said  Green the  Building  is

still  a  fantastic tool for his

members because,  ''lt gets

.`.-.(T-
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architects to start thinking about

things that they spec along the

way and the types of choices they

make in the design process, which

goes a  long way toward creating

green  buildings from the start
versus what do we do with an

existing  building to  retrofit it."

Part of Green the  Building's

success lies in the fact that it was

designed to appeal to the general

public, as well  as to building

professionals. Through the game,

people can learn about complex
sustainability concepts in an

engaging and effective way. Green

the Building helps them see that

everyone can contribute to creating

healthier and more comfortable

and affordable buildings.   CA
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Visit Green  the  Building  at https://

sftool.gov/practice,  and check out the

introductory video. Try your hand as

Team  Lead or join GSA OFHPGB  at an

upcoming Green the  Building

webinar session.  More  information  is

available  by following  SFTool  on

Facebook and Twitter.
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CITY RESILIENCE

AARON  KOCH TACKLES VULNERABILITIES  IN  CHICAGO

\Mth an arsenal of experience that

includes a degree in architecture,

Aaron Koch was recently selected

by Rahm  Emanuel to be Chicago's

chief resilience officer. As a  key

leader within an  important global

initiative,  Koch will  expand  our city's

understanding of what resilience

means and develop a plan that

helps us to survive -and to thrive
-in response to urban challenges.

What does resilience mean?
Applied to cities, the concept of

resilience is the capacity of

individuals, communities and

systems to survive, grow, and adapt

to shocks and stresses. Shocks and

stresses vary city by city.  In

Chicago,  major flooding events and

snowstorms could be considered

shocks. Terrorist events are also

shocks.  In  addition to  identifying

and understanding major instances

of shocks, attention needs to be

paid to stresses that make citizens
vulnerable every day or regularly.

Challenges like violence,  poverty,

unemployment, education

attainment and public health issues

are stresses.  In Chicago, we'll  look

at these kinds of vulnerabilities as

well as opportunities to make our

city stronger and more resilient.

Why is resilience such a hot
topic in cities right now?
An increasing percentage of the

world's population  is living  in  cities.

How cities are able to respond to

physical, social and economic
challenges can determine their

success.  Understanding the

relevance of climate change,

globalization and urbanization, the
Rockefeller Foundation created the

100 Resilient Cities (100RC) and

selected  loo cities as test beds for

establishing  resilient practices that

can be applied more widely to

other cities.  So focused discussions

about resilience are taking  place all

over the world.

As a  100RC member city,

Chicago receives a grant from the

Rockefeller Foundation, which

provides resources to support the
development of a  resilience
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strategy,  led by a chief resilience

officer, and access to a network of

platform partners -including AIA
-that we work with to innovate

around what resilience means and

to identify the types of services that

are needed into the future. The

creation of a global network of chief

resilience officers  in the  100 cities

enables the sharing of knowledge,

experience and best practices on a

worldwide level.

In addition to Chicago,
what other u.S. cities
are in the program?
About 25  U.S.  cities will  participate

in the program and now have, or

will  have,  chief resilience officers.  In

addition to major cities like New

York and  Los Angeles, some smaller

cities with unique and relevant

challenges, such as Nor folk,

Boulder,  EI  Paso and  St.  Louis are

member cities. There are sure to be

lessons we'll  learn from cities that

are smaller than  us and from cities

in other parts of the world.

\l\lhat are your responsibilities
and goals as our city's chief
resilience officer?
Working  in the mayor's office,  my

responsibility is to  lead the

planning process and develop-
ment of a  resilience strategy

within  this year that will  be

released  by Mayor Emanuel for

the city of Chicago. The  resilience

strategy will  identify  initiatives

and  policies that we will  imple-

ment to become more resilient.

\^/e will  reach  out to  important

stakeholders,  like the AIA,  and

other community and  civic

organizations to share their

perspectives on what Chicago's
biggest challenges and  risks are,

and to  help us shape this strategy.

What was your position
before taking on the role
of chief resilience offilcer?
I was deputy commissioner for

sustainability in the city of Chicago's

Department of Water Management.

In that role,  I was responsible for the

development of a green storm

water infrastructure strategy. Before

that,  I worked in  New York, for

Mayor BIoomberg's office, as a

senior policy advisor responsible for

planning for water, parks, open
space and waterfront development.

Where does the role of
architecture or arch.Itects
fit into this process?
l'm proud to say I  have an under-

graduate degree in architecture,
and it has shaped the way I think

about my work and the intercon-

nected nature of many challenges

that relate to systems.  Education in

design thinking  has been very

valuable to me in a  position where

my job is to think broadly and

across many disciplines.

Architects have a  lot of

knowledge about cities and

communities that enables them to

lend voice to what the challenges

and opportunities are in  Chicago.

We welcome that voice.  Planning

for the future and thinking about a

better future is one of the things

architects do best.  CA
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Visit www.100resilientcities.org for

more  information  about the  100

Resilient Cil:ies  program.



Great Roofs Save JVLoney
The Building  Envelope keeps people dry and

protected from Mother Nature's fury. Without
roofs,  rain, snow, sleet and hail find their
way to your place inside. And, water soaked
insulation no longer provides energy savings.

Chicagoland  Roofing Council Contractors
work with building owners and managers
every day to help them keep mother nature
out and comfort in. They build  roofs that
keep buildings dry and provide energy
savings too. Chicagoland  Roofing Council
Contractors guide you through the selection

process for the best value, energy efficient
and longest lasting roof possible.

Chicagoland Roofing Council Contracfors-
One Call, Single Source Responsibility, for
everything on top of the roof and a building
envelope system that works too.

Call 708.449.5266 or visit
www.chicagoroofing.org
lo find the best Roofing
Professionals.



Leopardo
People are drawn to Leopardo by our distinctiveness -
both who we are and what we do.
People see joining our team as their dream job:
a place to achieve their personal and professional goals.
Industry partners prefer to work with us because
we truly value collaboration and team work.
Cl;enfs seek us out as their trusted partner, saying we deliver
fewer problems, greater value and better decision making.
Leop;rdo. Passi:nately pursuing construction ex:ellence. ®i


